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About This Game

Shufflepuck Cantina Deluxe is also very enjoyable without a VR headset!
Note: In case the game fails to launch, switch to the winopengl version in BETAS tab.

After "accidentally" jumping your spaceship through a wormhole, you’ve crash landed onto this forsaken desert planet a billion
kilometers from home. The only thing between you and the horizon is the seemingly endless dunes of sand, save for one strange,

huge building. Inside, it appears to be an interstellar Casino where everyone plays air hockey for a living.

You’ll have to fight hard to grind down all your opponents until they are utterly defeated to earn the critical parts needed to
repair your ship. Once you’ve obtained all the spaceship pieces you’ll have to defeat the owner of this insane Casino so you can

go home.

Features

Extremely responsive game controls.

5 Floors populated with 13 vicious opponents.

Quests and missions system to unlock loads of game content.

Track your progress and gain experience through an advanced levelling system.
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Notes

Use [Tab] to choose the best display setting depending on your graphics card performances.

Use [Esc] to access the settings menu.
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 6 Dec, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German
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Wow, this is a long game. I'd have liked it more if it wasn't such a grind.. This is why Steam needs a Mixed button. Buggy un
updated game since 2013 and really just a sad mess. Unfortunately, I will be keeping it as I used to play it on my phone before
they removed it from the play store. I miss it and the game is pretty good with a Star Wars feel, interesting characters and fun
gameplay, under the old age and messy bugs, like you can't alt tab cause the game crashes... Shame they never bothered updating
it, fixing it to fit the times and just giving it a tiny bit of love\u2026
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